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am was a knock-kneed eighteen year
old, just out of puberty and thrust
into a man’s world. He was expected
to do a job that many more qualified
and experienced men before him had
systematically failed at. The odds were against
him, nobody held serious anticipation of success.
He had appeared from nowhere, in a puff of smoke,
with no experience, no expectation and seemingly
no fear.
Previously, Sam had watched from the sidelines
as misplaced passes rolled apologetically into the
West Stand, prompting its curmudgeonly and
embittered inhabitants to murmur under their
breath and shuffle uncomfortably. The latest
left back to try his luck at Elland Road would
routinely collect the ball on the left wing and prepare
the crowd for one of three likely outcomes. He would
make an intrepid but ultimately forlorn attempt to
take on the defender, drawing sympathetic applause
from the fans who admired his gumption but were
resigned to the fact he had neither the pace nor skill
to pull off the hopelessly ambitious manoeuvre.
Or, he would stutter at the vital moment, frozen by
fear and a frankly justified lack of belief in his own
ability. He would look up to find a teammate who
didn’t want the ball either, and then be very quickly
surrounded by opponents snapping at his heels;
whereupon he would retreat to the safety of his own
goal and possibly - in fact most likely - give the ball
away in the process. The third option would be to
simply slice the ball in to touch or over-hit a pass
straight through to the opposing keeper, triggering
19,276 simultaneous silent growls from a crowd that
had been watching the same thing ad infinitum for
the best part of twenty years.
On the other side of the pitch Sam had also seen a
succession of right backs shoehorned into a position
they were ill-equipped to flourish in. Lacking the ball
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skills and confidence to take a defender on, crosses
would be arced into the Kop end penalty area with
all the ruthless, darting trajectory of a balloon made
of feathers, the highly conspicuous starting position
wide on the touchline affording the keeper every
possibility to suss Leeds’ covert plans from his
accommodating vantage point. The keeper would
rise with Olympian grace and pluck the lofted
ball from the air as Leeds’ valiant forward made a
half-hearted attempt to compete for it, just to show
willing. Change the player, change the season, watch
Leeds aimlessly huff and puff, and wait for the same
end result. Repeat to fade.
Defensively, Sam would watch left and right backs
dig in and compete in the open knowledge that any
opposing player with pace and ball-playing ability
would ultimately get the better of them. Time and
again, year after year, Leeds were simply at the
mercy of who the opposition could field on any
given day. The FA disciplinary panel or the
opponent’s injury list were often the only factors
that could offer Leeds a reasonable chance of
keeping their goal intact.
Then one day it was Sam’s chance, and he took it.
He looked natural, wise beyond his years. He had a
good football brain, he had pace, he liked to take a
player on, he knew when to give it and when to retain
it, he had composure, strength, positional-sense. In
short, he had everything.
In the crowd, where he had been, I stood and
watched, waiting for something to go wrong, but
there was nothing: he literally did have everything. A
phenomenon as rare as Michael Brown’s own teeth,
Sam could basically play anywhere on the pitch, such
was his all-round ability. The first few matches saw
many fans questioning whether right back was Sam’s
natural position, but given his faultless performances
throughout the season, it would be reckless to play
him anywhere else now.
On the other side of the defence, Sam had seen
familiar failings in the left back position, with a
tentative Drury given little opportunity and a deeply
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The Peacocks visit Highbury
uncomfortable Lee Peltier hung out to dry in an
unfamiliar role; until a certain Stephen Warnock was
purchased from Aston Villa in January. Celebrated
with all the withering indifference of a lift door opening, Warnock was somewhat tenuously described as
a World Cup-quality left back. Which is technically
true, but if you account for the fact he was a nonplaying squad member in one of the most ineffective
World Cup campaigns in living memory, the fanciful
notion that a ‘World Cup’ player can also actually be
‘Leeds’ quality soon sounds more like a reality.
That said, Warnock has brought a canny knowing
to the back four. For once, a schooling at Liverpool
and years of Premier League consistency at Blackburn and Aston Villa have not been lost to a physical
inability to perform like he once had; see exhibit A,
Michael Brown. At 32, Warnock might not be in the
carefree flush of youth but he has a good couple of
years in him before he enters Steve Stone territory,
and the good he can do in that time is significant.
Already he has added bite and competitiveness
to the troublesome left back slot; he has a great
positional awareness, can use his body well, and
takes responsibility. The Peterborough game was a
case in point where all our second half prompting,
albeit arse-clenchingly frustrating in an ultimatelyfruitless-kind-of-way, was coming through Warnock
from the left back position.
Finally, after over twenty years of searching, Sam
is a living part of a full back pairing that is settled
and accomplished. While the trio of Kelly, Mills and
Harte briefly offered solidity, spirit and invention
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in those hallowed positions around the turn of the
century, the team ultimately failed to deliver, and all
three turned into tepid and lacklustre caricatures of
their former selves, giving way to indiscipline, injury
and an acute lack of pace. Before and after that,
many had tried and failed to replicate the celebrated
sherry trifle-of-a-pairing that had last taken Leeds
to glory in 1992, with a series of twin raids down
the flanks that provided a stream of gift-wrapped
chances for the joyously receptive Lee Chapman
to gobble up.
The Cult of Sterland was a wonderful thing to
witness, and with genuine pity for anybody who
missed out on that period, I still yearn for something
remotely similar. Sterland’s bombarding runs bore
more than a passing resemblance to a careering
laundry van with no brakes. They were simple, ritualistic and effective. He was an unstoppable force in
a rotundas frame skilfully honed in the pie shops of
South Yorkshire. He knew no other way to play and
his relationship with the crowd was energising and
a thing of beauty. I recently had the pleasure of
spending a couple of hours with Sterland at a book
signing, and he was everything I had imagined;
honest, proud and absolutely hilarious.
On the other side you had the lithe grace of Tony
Dorigo. Physically the antithesis of Sterland’s constant battle with vices, Dorigo was a toned specimen
at his very peak. He had an almost gymnastic ability
to look effortlessly fluid and sure-footed. With an acceleration of pace hitherto only depicted in cartoons,
Dorigo was like a scientific prototype of what the
perfect footballer should be. He oozed class and consistency, and his temperament, spirit and execution
was of Ferrari proportions.
Sam Byram was born on 16th September 1993,
by which time Sterland had already called it a day
and retired from professional football due to injury,
while Dorigo was forming a new partnership with
the emerging Gary Kelly, but would also soon slowly
fade from the team due to a succession of operations
and physical setbacks.
Since that time, save for the undoubted class of
messrs Kelly, Mills and Harte, Leeds have fielded
a plethora of players in the two full back slots who
have failed, in varying degrees, to provide even a
settled full back pairing, never mind the terrifying potency of the fabled Sterland and Dorigo partnership.
Furthermore, the list of failed full backs at the club
reads like a litany of the most horrific signings ever
made by Leeds United, quite an achievement in what
has been a period of frequent and recurring lows
right across the squad-building department. It is not
outlandish to suggest the positions are cursed by the
ghosts of Sterland and Dorigo, and by and large the
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occupants can be put into five different categories.
The much-hailed buys that ultimately failed to
deliver: Ray Wallace, David Kerslake, David Robertson, Danny Granville, Stephen Crainey, Dan Harding,
Fede Bessone.
The players who found themselves victims of
the club’s twenty year penchant for playing square
pegs in round holes: Gunnar Halle, Martin Hiden,
Simon Walton (his public roasting at right back in a
4-0 home defeat to Warnock’s Sheffield United is
one of the most humiliating single performances I
have ever seen a Leeds player subjected to), Hayden
Foxe, Andy Hughes, Bradley Johnson (in my opinion,
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left back was his most effective position for Leeds),
Leigh Bromby, Alex Bruce, Tom Lees, Lee Peltier.
The players who tried manfully, but were fundamentally not good enough: Rob Bowman, Kevin
Sharp, Nigel Worthington, Alan Maybury, Frazer
Richardson, Danny Pugh, Ben Parker, Alan Sheehan,
*coughs* Aidan White, Jason Crowe, Paul Connolly.
Some of the better loan deals we have made, but
for whatever reason we didn’t pursue them: Didier
Domi, Michael Gray, Jamie Clapham, Darren Kenton,
Carl Dickinson, Eric Lichaj.
Some of the most ill-advised, puzzling, illusionbusting, ineffective and downright disastrous loan
deals the club has ever made: Teddy Lucic, Raul
Bravo, Alan Wright, Robbie Elliot, Armando Sa, Mansour Assoumani, Tony Capaldi, Shane Lowry, George
McCartney, Adam Smith, Paul Robinson.
I may have missed some, but clearly the above
doesn’t make pretty reading. A list of misdemeanours few clubs should preside over while still holding
pretensions of being taken seriously as an operating
business. Signing the odd disaster is excusable and
perhaps unlucky in the circumstances. Signing nearly
50 without success is recklessly unforgivable, and
perhaps explains more than anything else
why, ignoring off-the-field matters, we have done
nothing but relentlessly chew on the gristle-lined

cheap cuts of the tediously mediocre, particularly
in the Bates years.
So, it’s 2013 and Sam leads us into a new era
of cautious hope and bruised expectation. While
we await the speculation and the inevitably futile
attempts to fend off Premier League interest in his
services, we will enjoy his dashing forays as the only
effective wide threat we have in the team, and pine
for teammates that are somewhere within the same
FM band as his wavelength. We will also hope that
Stephen Warnock continues his encouraging start
to life at Elland Road, safe in the knowledge that he’s
ours, and is not going to return to his natural Premier
League home to become tantalisingly close, but
frustratingly unattainable as a permanent addition to
the squad. Maybe he will even school Aidan White
into the consistent and reliable left back he has all
the tools to be?
They might not have a relationship with the crowd
that suggests we are all off for a beer and a curry
after the game, and they might not have the regal
presence and majesty of a member of the Australian
royal family, but if Byram and White can evolve from
the current Byram and Warnock partnership, it could
be as close to the Sterland/Dorigo dream team as
we are likely to get this side of an over-played and
tear-stained DVD.
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